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Evaluation of the effect of root canal filling materials and 

pretreatment with their solvents on shear bond strength 

of composite resin to primary teeth dentin

Zeynal Zadeh ghoochani 

, TaranehNajme Mohammadi
Evaluation the Effect of Ceramic Shade and Curing 

Condition on the Curing Efficiency of Dual-Cure Resin 

Cement through Monolithic ZirconiaPanbehzan , ZahraElham Ansarifard

cone beam computed tomography study of alveolar bone 

morphology in patients with unilateral cleft lip and palateHajati , MahtabNajmeh Movahhedian
Evaluation the preventive effect of two concentration of 

xylitol varnish vs fluoride varnish on enamel 

demineralization around orthodontic brackets: A 

randomized controlled trialShavakhi , MojganHooman Zarif Najafi

Designing and adapting of clinical practice guideline of 

antibiotic prescription for Iranian general dentistsSavadi , NajmehAli Golkari
In vitro comparison of fracture resistance of primary 

incisor teeth restored with fiber post and reversed-

oriented metal postSharifi , SamiraHamideh Barghi
Three-dimensional comparative assessment of alveolar 

bone density and thickness in different growth pattern 

patientsParastar ، MinaMahvash Hasani

The Prevalence of Epithelial Dysplasia in Oral Potentially 

Malignant Disorders, in Shiraz, between 2007 to 2017Asadi , FaridehFahimeh Rezazadeh
Comparison between the effect of triamcinolone oral 

paste and silver nanoparticle gel on the traumatic oral 

ulcer healing in animal modelBonyani , AlirezaFahimeh Rezazadeh
Evaluation of lateral lingual foramen prevalence and 

anatomic characteristics in a selected Iranian population 

using CBCT imagesBehzad , Kimia

Abdolaziz Hagh 

Negahdar
Effect of a special surface sealant agent on the color 

stability and surface roughness of polymethylmethacrylate 

and nylon as denture base materials, before and after 

thermocyclingKazemi , RaziehRashin Giti

Evaluation of indocyanine green mediated photodynamic 

therapy in treatment of denture stomatitis: clinical trialAfroozi ، BaharMaryam Mardani

Effects of Different Concentration of Bromelain and Papain 

Enzymes on Shear Bond Strength of Composite to Deep 

Dentin in Total etch Adhesive SystemSafari , MinaFarahnaz Sharafeddin
Evaluation of the Marginal Fit of Zirconia Copings 

Fabricated by a Direct and Three Indirect Digital 

TechniquesAkhlaghian , MarziehAmiralireza Khaledi

The effect of conditioning on shear bond strength of 

conventional and resin modified glass ionomer 

restoratives to the sound and affected primary dentinAfsa ، MarziyehRafat Bagheri
Evaluation the DHT, DHER and Testosterone serum level in 

patients with oral lichen planus in comparison to healthy 

populationDezhkameh , SabaFahimeh Rezazadeh



Comparison the effect of Botulinum toxin-A injection on 

painful Tempromandibular joint click with placebo groupEsnaashari , NeginFahimeh Rezazadeh
Comparison between effect of adding 

microhydroxyapatite and chitosan on surface roughness 

and Microhardness of resin modified and conventional 

glass ionomer cementsBahrani ، SomayeFarahnaz Sharafeddin
Investigating the cytotoxicity, flexural strength and surface 

roughness of polymethylmetacrylate containing copper 

oxide nanoparticlesJuyandeh , SagharElham Ansari fard
Evaluation of the effect of MRI examination at 1.5 tesla on 

different types of orthodontic brackets' microleakage :an 

in vitro studyGhaedi , YasamanMaryam Paknahad
The association between Thyroid hormones (T4, TSH, T3) 

and oral lichen planusAmirkhani ، NedaMaryam Moshaverinia
Dentoskeletal effects of class II malocclusion treatment 

with the modified twin block applianceMorovat , AnahitaShabnam Ajami
The effect of bacterial cellulose nanocrystals on shear 

bond strength of resin modified glass ionomer cement to 

dentinTahmasebi , FarzinMarzieh Moradian
Evaluation of mechanical properties of Zinc-coated 

stainless steel orthodontic wires using physical vapor 

deposition(PVD)Moghimi , MiladMaryam Karandish
Evaluation effect of photodynamic therapy with 

Indocyanine Green on induced oral mucosal traumatic 

wound healing in ratYaghoubi , ArashMaryam Mardani

Correlation between the pattern of blowout fracture and 

associated traumaMoannaei , Mahsa

Leila Khojastepoure , 

Mohamad Saleh 

Khaqani nezhad

The influence of bioactive glass air abrasion on micro shear 

bond strength of composite resin to caries affected dentinSobhani , ShivaZahra Fattah


